CAMERA DATA
Camera Type: Canon EOS 6D
ISO: ISO-100
Exposure: 1/250 sec
Aperture: f/6.3
Focal Length: EF 50mm
Metering Mode: Pattern
White Balance: Auto

IMAGE DATA
Type: JPEG
Date & Time: 24/02/2017, 13:14
Dimension: 5472 x 3648 pixels
Bit Depth: 24
Color Mode: RGB
Color Profile: sRGB IEC61966-2.1
Panorama: 20 frame stitched

PHOTOGRAPHY DATA
Location: X = 632507   Y = 308665
Distance: 125m (nearest to development envelope)
Elevation: 16.9m
Camera Height: 1.8m above ground
Direction of View: 65°
Horizontal FOV: 39.6°
Vertical FOV: 26.9°

Top of development envelope at the height of 9m
Top of development envelope at the height of 11m
Top of development envelope at the height of 13m

Recommended viewing distance 200mm @ A1
Recommended viewing distance 400mm @ A1